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(ABSTRACT) 

We analyze the Schrodinger equation ie? ZU = H(e)V, where H(e) = 

—~SA x + h(X) is the hamiltonian of a molecular system consisting of nu- 

clei with masses of order «~* and electrons with masses of order 1. The 

Born-Oppenheimer approximation consists of the adiabatic approximation to 

the motion of electrons and the semiclassical approximation to the time evo- 

lution of nuclei. The quantum propagator associated with this Schrodinger 

equation is exp(— 22), We use the Born-Oppenheimer method to find the 

leading order asymptotic expansion in € to exp(— ELE yy, i.e. we find V(t) 

such that: 

(1) lle" W(0) — W(2)|| < Ce 

We show that if H(e) describes a diatomic molecule with smooth short range 

potentials, then the estimate (1) is uniform in time; hence the leading order 

approximation to the wave operators can be constructed. We also comment 

on the generalization of our method to polyatomic molecules and to Coulomb 

systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the origin of modern quantum mechanics in 1925-26 the study of 

molecular systems has become one of the most important applications of this 

theory. It quickly became obvious that the Schrodinger equation could easily 

be written down, but had analytic solutions for only very few simple cases. 

The situation is even worse for molecular systems, because of the large 

number of particles involved. For a system of N particles the time-dependent 

Schrodinger equation is a partial differential equation in 3N +1 variables, and 

it is not very practical to attempt to solve such an equation, even numerically. 

Thus, in order to understand the behavior of quantum systems, one usually 

must resort to an approximation. 

I.1. History of the Born-Oppenheimer approxima- 

tion 

In 1927 M. Born and R. Oppenheimer published a remarkable paper 

[BO] in which they analyzed the energy levels of molecules. The molecular 

hamiltonian they studied had a naturally built-in small parameter e€ related to 

the ratio of electronic to the nuclear mass. For real molecules and atoms this 

ratio began with 1/1836 for the hydrogen atom and became much smaller



for heavier nuclei. Born and Oppenheimer suggested that if one took € to 

be the fourth root of the mass ratio, then the approximate eigenvalue of 

the hamiltonian could be found in the form of power series in e. Guided by 

physical intuition they formally derived the correct fourth order expansion for 

the energy. This expansion had very clear physical interpretation. The 0-th 

order term was the electronic energy, the second order terms corresponded 

to the molecular vibrational energy, and the molecular rotational energy was 

of the fourth order. The first and third order terms vanished identically. 

This method proved to be very useful in physics and quantum chemistry and 

became commonly known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. 

However, Born and Oppenheimer’s calculations were only formal and, 

quite surprisingly, there was very little mathematical work done on the sub- 

ject until late 1970’s. In 1975-81 Combes, Duclos, and Seiler published a series 

of papers [C1], [C2], [CDS], in which they proved that the formal fourth or- 

der expansion was asymptotic to the exact energy levels of molecules. Their 

method consisted of computing the upper and lower bounds to the eigenval- 

ues. They showed that as e — 0 these bounds asymptotically agree up to 

fourth order. However, it was not clear whether the method could be gen- 

eralized to higher order. Also, the bounds on the eigenvalues became worse 

for higher energies, so only the bottom of the spectrum could be determined 

this way. In 1987 Hagedorn, using a different technique, showed that the



Born-Oppenheimer method gives the asymptotic expansion of arbitrary or- 

der to eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of molecular hamiltonians with smooth 

[H1] and Coulombic [H2] potentials. The latter result was true for diatomic 

molecules only, but it has been recently generalized [KMSW] to polyatomic 

molecules for certain class of potentials including the Coulomb potential. 

In this work we are concerned with the time-dependent Born-Oppen- 

heimer approximation, which describes the time evolution of molecules, 

rather than the energy levels and bound states. Despite being called the 

Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the time-dependent problem was never 

studied by Born and Oppenheimer. Apparently the first person who tried 

to apply these ideas to the analysis of dynamics of molecules was F. London 

[L]. However, his contribution is rarely mentioned in literature. As with the 

time-independent case there was a long delay before any rigorous results were 

obtained. The problem was first precisely formulated by Hagedorn in 1980 

(H3]. 

The time-dependent approximation uses ideas similar to those which 

guided Born and Oppenheimer, but it also requires an appropriate choice of 

time scale, so that the resulting dynamics is nontrivial. It is shown [H3], 

[H4] that one can construct an approximate solution to the time-dependent 

Schrodinger equation, which is asymptotic to the exact solution on a finite



time interval. These results are, however, restricted to systems with smooth 

potentials. The situation is much more difficult for the Coulomb potential, 

since the singularity of the potential causes cusps in the electronic wave- 

function. The resulting lack of differentiability can be overcome [H5] by a 

nonlinear change of coordinates. 

As mentioned, Hagedorn’s results [H3], [H4], [H5] are true on a finite 

time interval. In this work we present our own results [K] concerning the 

approximation to the quantum propagation of certain states with errors uni- 

form in time. One can then construct the approximation to the action of the 

wave operators on a certain class of states, and ultimately to the S-matrix. 

Similar results were obtained in [KMW] in the time-independent scattering 

formalism. 

Finally, to complete our review of literature on the subject, we men- 

tion the work of Hagedorn [H6], [H7] on the energy level crossings. As we 

explain later, one of the basic assumptions which allows us to develop the 

time-dependent Born-Oppenheimer formalism is that the so-called electronic 

hamiltonian has an isolated eigenvalue, which remains isolated near the clas- 

sical trajectory of the nuclei. However, in nature there are many examples 

of crossings of such energy surfaces, and the standard Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation breaks down. Hagedorn classified all possible minimal multi-



plicity energy level crossings and, for each type, used a matched asymptotic 

expansions technique to construct the Born-Oppenheimer approximation near 

the energy level crossings. 

I.2. Physical interpretation 

As we already mentioned, the physical intuition is very important for the 

development of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Hence we would like 

to describe briefly the ideas underlying the time-dependent approximation. 

The hamiltonian for a molecular system is of the form: 

<4 
H(e) = —5Ax +h(X), 

where X is the nuclear configuration, and h(X) is the so-called electronic 

hamiltonian. In realistic models h(X) contains the kinetic energy of the 

electrons and the interaction between all particles, and is parametrized by 

the position of nuclei. One of the basic assumptions is that h(X) has an 

eigenvalue E(X) which is isolated near the classical position of nuclei. Our 

main goal is to find approximate solutions to the Schrodinger equation: 

ie? “ = H(e)v 

in the form of power series in «. The leading order in this expansion has a very 

nice physical interpretation. Because of the disparity between the masses of 
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the nuclei and electrons, the latter move much more rapidly. Thus, we can 

find the electrons’ wavefunction by solving the eigenvalue problem for A(X), 

for each fixed nuclear configuration X. The electrons can quickly adjust their 

motion to the slowly varying position of the nuclei. Hence if they are initially 

in the eigenstate of h(X ) associated with E(X), they approximately remain in 

this state as the nuclei move. This justifies use of the adiabatic approximation 

for the electrons. 

On the other hand the nuclei move very slowly and their dynamics can be 

approximated using semiclassical methods. However, the electrons generate 

the effective potential E(X) which influences the nuclear motion. Thus, the 

Born-Oppenheimer method consists of two different approximation schemes 

coupled to each other. Unfortunately, it is rather difficult to convert this 

intuitive picture into a rigorous mathematical problem. We need to develop 

techniques to treat both aspects of our problem and to find a way to separate 

them from each other. The precise mathematical formulation of the problem 

is given in the following chapters. 

The rest of this work is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is a brief review 

of scattering theory. Chapter 3 describes the particular physical model we 

analyze and introduces all necessary notation and assumptions. In chapter 4 

we present the semiclassical method which, as indicated above, is the crucial



part of the Born-Oppenheimer method. In chapter 5 we analyze properties 

of the electronic hamiltonian, and, in particular, the behavior of E(X) for 

large |X|. Chapter 6 is devoted to the Born-Oppenheimer method. We 

state there our main results, present the formal derivation of the expansion 

and give estimates leading to the rigorous proofs of the theorems. Finally, 

in chapter 7 we discuss open problems and possible generalizations of our 

method including the higher order expansion, polyatomic molecules and the 

long range potentials.



Il. SCATTERING THEORY 

The time evolution of a quantum system is described by a solution to 

the Schrodinger equation: 

(2.1) ine = HY, 

where H is a hamiltonian. For systems we consider here H is a selfadjoint 

operator acting on a Hilbert space H. As such, it generates a unitary group, 

which we denote by exp(— ut), Then, given the initial condition Up € H, the 

function Y(t) = exp(— 47) U is a solution to (2.1). We refer to the unitary 

group exp(—#47) as the quantum propagator, and we call &(t) the scattering   

state. 

Scattering theory is concerned with the study of asymptotics of Y(t) = 

exp(—*#) 0, for large |t|. One usually hopes that for t — too, Y(t) = 

exp(— 45") Wo becomes “asymptotically free”, ie. it “looks like” 

exp( — Hh yy, for some states V4 (further referred to as free states). The 

exp(— 42) is called the free propagator and has to be specified for each 

particular problem. In many applications the full hamiltonian H is of the 

form: 

H=H,+V, 

where V is a potential function and the free hamiltonian Hp is Hp = —A, 
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where A is the Laplacian. 

A number of questions naturally arise in this formalism. First, there is 

the problem of existence and uniqueness of scattering states. Given a free 

incoming state YV_ one needs to ask whether there is a state Vp such that 

V(t) := exp(— 47), approaches exp(— #0) y_ as t — —oo, and whether 

this Vo is unique. Similarly in the future: given the outgoing free state V+ 

we need to verify the existence and uniqueness of the scattering state which 

asymptotically behaves like exp/( —HH yp. Both questions are quite natural 

from an experimental point of view. In practice one prepares the experiment 

in such a way that initially the particles are very far apart and are considered 

non-interacting. They can be described by a free state. As the experiment 

proceeds, the particles approach each other, interact, and fly apart, so that 

as t — oo they become free again. Their time evolution is described by the 

solution to the Schrodinger equation (2.1). Of course, we would like to believe 

that this scattering state is uniquely determined by the way we prepared the 

experiment, i.e. by the incoming free state. Mathematically this is equivalent 

to the question we have just stated. 

The second question that needs to be answered involves asymptotic com- 

pleteness. Denote by H_ the set of interacting states which were asymptoti-



cally free in the past, i.e.: 

(2.2) H. = {Wo € H: AV_ such that - lim (ee ye Vo) = O}. 

Similarly 74 is the set of states that become free in the future: 

itH 

(2.3) Hy = {Vo € H: AV4 such that “im (en Dy —e *& Vo) =O}. 

Weak asymptotic completeness then means that these two set are equal, i.e. 

an interacting state which was free in the distant past will become free in the 

distant future and vice versa. 

One usually requires more than just the weak asymptotic completeness. 

We will specify this more restrictive condition shortly. But first, we formulate 

the above questions rigorously. We need to specify what we mean by saying 

that Yo “looked like” Y_ in the past, and in what sense the limit in (2.2) 

and (2.3) is taken. In quantum scattering this means that: 

(2.4) lim le W_ — e~ Yo] = 0 
t—-co 

and similarly for the future. 

Since exp(—!#) is a unitary operator, the natural object to study is the 

strong limit: 

. itH _ itHo 
s— lim ete A 

t— +00 
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Therefore, we define the wave operators to be: 

(2.5) QF =s— lim e* 
t—+too 

  

e~ “5 P,.(Hy), 

where P,,(Ho) is the spectral projection associated with the absolutely con- 

tinuous spectrum of Hj. Then H. = Ran 2t, Hy = Ran Q-. The existence 

and uniqueness of scattering states is therefore equivalent to the existence of 

QF. The weak asymptotic completeness means Ran Qt = Ran 27. We also 

say that the wave operators are complete if : 

(2.6) Ran Qt = Ran Q7 = Ran P,(H). 

These problems were studied by numerous authors and the existence and com- 

pleteness of the wave operators for potentials we consider here were proved. 

A review of these results could be found e.g. in [RS1], [P] or [BW]. 

Having established existence and completeness of the wave operators, one 

can describe the most important object in scattering theory: the scattering 

operator (or S-matrix). We define it as: 

(2.7) S = (27)*Qt. 

If Q* are complete, then S is a unitary operator. 

The S-matrix contains all physically important information about the 

scattering process. It maps the incoming free state onto the corresponding 
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outgoing free state. The expectation values of this operator are the scattering 

amplitudes which can be measured experimentally. 

A similar scattering formalism can be developed for classical mechanics. 

For example, for one particle in the external field given by a potential V, 

the state is defined as a pair (a,7) € R®°, where a is the position and 7 

is the momentum of the particle. Given an initial condition (ao9,70) € R® 

the interacting dynamics is given by a solution (a(t), n(t)) to the Newton’s 

equations: 

(2.8) a(t) = n(t) 

f(t) = —V(a(t)) 

satisfying: 

(2.9) a(0) = ao 

n(0) = nN. 

Quite naturally the free dynamics is given as a map: 

(2.10) (a4,n+) > (a4 + nat, ns). 

It can be shown ([S], [H8]) that for the potentials we consider here (see (3.3)) 

there is a set © C R® of measure zero, such that for (a_,n-) € R®°\E there is 
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a solution (a(t), n(t)) to (2.8) satisfying 

(2.11) . lim |a(t) —a_ —n-t| =0 

Jim, |n(t) - 1-| = 0. 

and similarly, given (a,,74) € R®°\¥ there is a solution (a(t), n(t)) to (2.8) 

satisfying asymptotic conditions analogous to (2.11) at +00. The classical 

wave operators are then defined as: 

(2.12) QF(a4,n+) = (a(0),7(0)). 

Again, the questions of existence and completeness of the wave operators have 

been answered affirmatively [S], [Hel]. 

The scattering formalism for quantum mechanics, which we outlined here 

is mathematically rigorous and links solutions to the Schrodinger equation 

with results of scattering experiments. However, as we already mentioned 

in the introduction, it is usually not easy to write down the wave operators 

explicitly and compute scattering amplitudes. In practice, the best one can 

hope for is to approximate the wave operators. In this work we use the 

idea of the time-dependent Born-Oppenheimer expansion to construct an 

approximation to the quantum wave operators acting on certain coherent 

states for a class of hamiltonians which we specify in the following chapter. 

As we already indicated, our technique involves the semiclassical method, 
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and, as we shall see, the approximation is determined by a solution to the 

corresponding classical problem. 
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Ill. NOTATION 

In this chapter we specify the physical model under consideration and 

introduce the necessary notation. 

III.1. The Hamiltonian for a diatomic molecule 

We consider a diatomic molecule with N electrons. The masses of the 

nuclei are e~* and the masses of the electrons are 1 (we rescale the coordinates 

if necessary). We want to analyze the particular scattering channel where the 

molecule splits into two clusters, each consisting of a nucleus and a certain 

number of electrons. For this cluster decomposition {C,,C2}, where Cy = 

  

{1,...,.K@ +1} , Co, = {KO 49....,N+2} — , we introduce the 
—_— ~ ~~ A 

K®) electrons, 1 nucleus K()=N—K() electrons, 1 nucleus 

clustered Jacobi coordinates [RS1]. Indices 1 and K“)+2 refer to the nuclei. 

Indices 2,..., K“)41, K@)+43, ..., N+2 refer to the electrons. Then (1) 

(1) (2) (2) . . 
» eays €1 > +++ Epa) are the internal coordinates for the clusters (the 

upper index refers to the cluster), ¢ is the coordinate between the centers 

of mass of the clusters, and R is the total center of mass coordinate. In 

particular we choose €’s so that gO) heey fly as (resp. gO?) beey 6+) 

involve only electrons and eC, (resp. gy) is the vector from the center of 

mass of all electrons in given cluster to the nucleus of the cluster (see Fig.1). 
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Fig. 1. An example of the clustered Jacobi coordinates (N=6, K 4, K”)=9) 
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This choice simplifies the dependence of the potentials on € (see the 

comment following formula (3.2c) below). 

In these coordinates the hamiltonian becomes: 

    

- 1 «4 K vy (e) Ke v\?)(€) 
= — —_ — — : _ 1 A V. 

AH De-4 + WOR 5 u(e)A¢ 2 5 Aga > 9 g(?) + Y, 

where p(e) and py Me) are rational functions of e* tending to nonzero con- 

stants as e — 0. 

We remove the center of mass motion and rescale ¢, so that: 

  

A K®) vy (6) K(2) ye) 

(3.1) H= Zhe _ ) t 5 A.a) — ) a A) +V 

t==1 t=1 

is an operator acting on L?(R*,d¢) @ L?(R°%, dé). Here: 

V = VOD) 4 lO) 4 Vp 

where V‘°) is the interaction within the j-th cluster, and Vp, is the inter- 
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cluster interaction. Explicitly: 

Ky 

(3.2a) Vo= SX vst SS PEP |t 
2<i<j<SKM)41 k=1 

KOQ)41 K®) 

+ SS Via | are? 
t=2 k=1 

K@)_4 

(3.28) Vcr) = y Vis So wPeE? | t+ 
KQ)43<1<j<N+2 k=1 

N+2 K(?) 
~(2) -(2 

+ SY Vinge | AOE? 
i= K(1)43 k=1 

2 KO) 

I l (3.2c) Voie= S> Vi [7064+ 0 > OEP? 
i€C1,jEC2 i=1 k=1 

The coefficients 7) wo, and jis? obviously depend on 7,7 and our choice 

of Jacobi coordinates. One can also see that 70 equal zero or constants for 

are rational functions of e* that approach 

) 
k 

k=1,...,.K%-1, The rl, 

constants as € — 0 or tend to 0 like e*. yx, and ji? are €-independent. 

V,; are the two-body potentials depending only on the relative positions 

of the particles i and j. We also assume that they are at least C* and decay 
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at infinity according to: 

(3.3a) [V(z)| < Cx. + [eft 

(3.35) |O,«V (a)| < C2(1 + zl)? 

(3.3¢) |Ozi 023 V(z)| < C3(1 + |z|) °° 

(3.3d) }0,: 0,5 O,eV(x)| < C4(1 + |x])~47? 

for some constants C),...,C4 and 6 > 0. 

We use the following notation: 

KQ) 
1 (3.4) nD(e) =— 5 YY (e)Agay + VO 

7=1 ‘ 

1 K(?) 

(3.5) he) =— 5 SY? (Agen + VO). 
i=1 ‘ 

Then we can write the hamiltonian H as a sum of the nuclear kinetic part 

—~£A¢ and the so-called electronic hamiltonian h,(¢), where: 

b
o
l
e
 

2 KM) 

(3.6) he(C) =hiS?(0) + (0) — 5 > HPP) — (0) Agen 
l=1 k=1 

+ Vp, <(6, €), €) 

=hp + A D(e) + Vo,(G,€, 6). 
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Here we use the abbreviations: 

hp = hS)(0) +h (0), 
ie K® 

e* D(e) = 9 d d(H (0 _ Ye (0) Ager, 

=1 k=1 

€ = (€0), €)), 

ED = (Ye), 

€) = (2) €2)), 

ITI.2. Semiclassical wave packets 

We use certain Gaussian states, which we call semiclassical wave packets, 

introduced by Hagedorn [H8]. The precise definition is the following. 

Definition 3.1. 

Let A, B be 3 x 3 matrices such that: 

(3.7a) A and B are invertible, 

(3.76) BA™? is symmetric, 

(3.7c) Re BAT} = 5[BAt + (BA7~!)*] is strictly positive definite, 

(3.7d) (Re BA~!)7! = AA. 
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Let a € R®, 7 € R°?, Ah >O. Then we define: 

  

(3.8) o(A, B,h, a,n, 2) = nth 4(det A)7? 

((e@—a), BA7*(z—a)) |. (n,(z —a)) 
exp(- Qh +i). 

Remark. 

In the rest of this work, whenever we write ¢(A, B, h, a, 7, x) it will be assumed 

that conditions (3.7) are satisfied. 

The semiclassical wave packets behave very nicely under the Fourier 

transform. 

Definition 3.2. 

The scaled Fourier transform on L*(IR*) is defined as: 

(Fr¥y(e) = (ant! | w(2)exp(—F(E,2) az 

Lemma 3.3. [H8/ 

(Fnd(A, B, h, a,,))(€) = e7#%) 9(B, A, hyn, —a, €). 
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The semiclassical wave packets are essentially normalized, scaled and 

translated Gaussians concentrated around a with the width determined by 

the matrix A (see condition (3.7d)). Lemma 3.3 shows that under the Fourier 

transform the roles of the vectors a and 7 are reversed and the roles of the 

matrices A and B interchange. This is crucial to the interpretation we give 

these quantities in chapter 4. 
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IV. SEMICLASSICAL APPROXIMATION 

As we mentioned in the introduction, the Born-Oppenheimer approxi- 

mation has two basic ingredients: the adiabatic approximation to the motion 

of electrons and the semiclassical approximation to the nuclear dynamics. In 

this chapter we describe the latter. The theorem below was proved by Hage- 

dorn [H8] using the Trotter product formula. We present here a new, shorter 

proof, which is also more in the spirit of the rest of this work. 

We consider the Schrodinger equation: 

(4.1) ne = A(h)¥, 

where: 

h 

(4.2) H(h) = “74 + V, 

and V is asmooth potential decaying according to (3.3). We are interested in 

the h — 0 limit of quantum dynamics generated by the hamiltonian (4.2). The 

notation A for the small parameter is motivated by physics, where it is known 

as Planck’s constant. Later, in the application to the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation we replace h by e?. 

We have the following: 
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Theorem 4.1. 

Let A,, B, be 3 x 3 matrices satisfying conditions (3.7) and a,,n+ € R’, 

n+ #0. Consider the system of equations: 

  

(4.3a) on = —V (a(t)) 

(4.38) at) = a(t 
(4.3c) on) = iB(t) 

(4.3d) eo) =iV (a(t))A(t). 

where V' denotes the gradient of V and V" is the matrix of second derivatives 

of V. 

If V(z) satisfies conditions (3.3) then there is a unique solution a(t), 

n(t), A(t), B(t) to (4.3) satisfying the following conditions: 

(4.4a) jim |a(t) — a4 — n+t| = 0 

(4.46) Jim |n(t) — n+] = 0. 

(4.4c) jim ||A(t) — Ay — +Byt]| = 0 

(4.4d) Jim ||B(t) — B+|| = 0 

Moreover we define the action integral: 

(4.5) S(t) = [ (Ms ~ V(a(s))) ds. 
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Then: 

(4.6) lle7* 6(A(0), B(O), h, a(0), n(0), -) 

—e°® $(A(t), B(t), h, a(t), n(t),-)|| < CH 

for all X < 1/2, uniformly for t € [0, 00). 

Remarks. 

1. Equations (4.3a,b) are just the Newton’s equations with a(t) being the 

classical trajectory and n(t) the classical momentum. Conditions (4.4a,b) 

mean that the classical dynamics of the interacting particles approaches that 

of the noninteracting ones. 

2. The theorem simply says that in the leading order, the time evolution of the 

semiclassical wave packet is determined by the corresponding classical time 

evolution, i.e. a quantum state that is initially a Gaussian, approximately 

remains a Gaussian concentrated at the classical trajectory of particles in 

position and momentum space, as t — oo. The matrices A(t) and B(t) 

determine the “spreading” of the wave packet in position and momentum 

space, respectively. 

3. The estimate (4.6) is uniform in time for t € [0,00). One can mimic the 

proof to get the estimate for t € (—oo,0]. 4. It can be shown ((H8], Lemma 

3.1) that matrices A(t), B(t) satisfy conditions (3.7). 
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Before we proceed with the proof of theorem 4.1, we state two preliminary 

lemmas. 

Lemma 4.2. 

Let W(t) be a differentiable vector-valued function, whose values belong to 

the domain of H(h) for all t € (0,00). If W satisfies: 

(4.7) ihv = HY + R(t), 

where: 

(4.8) |R(t)|| < Fe)RA 

for some F € L}(R, dt), then: 

(4.9) Jen FY (0) — VL) SCH, 

where C = Io” F(t)dt. 

Proof. It is enough to prove: 

(4.10) |¥(0) —e* U(t)|| < Ch. 

To show this we use the fundamental theorem of calculus: 

vo) Mw) = f RW (s) — LH(A)Y(s)]ds 
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We insert the norm under the integral and use (4.8): 

it ¢ is ° , (0) — ew < [eM PH(s) + A(UCS)IIas 
1 =; [ IROas 

0 
oo 

<;/ F(s)h**"ds 
h Jo 

= Ch 

Lemma 4.3. 

Define W,(x) to be: 

Wl) =V(u) + (V (uy), (e —y)) + 5((@-¥)sV" W\(e - w)) 

where: V is the gradient of V, and V denotes the matrix of second deriva- 

tives of V. Then under the assumptions of theorem 4.1 we have: 

(4.11) IV — Wary |O( AG), BCA), A, a(t), n(t),-)I| < FRAY? 

for some positive F € L}(R, dt). 

Proof of lemma 4.3 is similar to the proof of lemma 3.2 in [H8]. 

Equipped with these two results we can prove theorem 4.1. 
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Proof of theorem 4.1. We substitute the function 

is(e) 
W(t)=e * (A(t), BCA), h, a(t), n(t), z) 

into equation (4.1) and compute the error R(t) explicitly. 

Since a(t), n(t), A(t) and B(t) satisfy equations (4.3), we obtain: 

OV h? 
tha => —zhy + Way’. 

Thus R(t) = (Wait) — V)¥, and, by lemma 4.3, condition (4.8) is satisfied. 

Hence, the application of lemma 4.2 concludes the proof. 

Theorem 4.1 gives the semiclassical approximation to the quantum prop- 

agation of the semiclassical wave packet $(A(0), B(0), fh, a(0), (0), 7). We use 

the term semiclassical dynamics, when referring to eo ¢(A(t), B(t), h, a(t), 

n(t), x). 

For potentials we consider here one can very easily find the semiclassical 

approximation to the corresponding free quantum dynamics (i.e. dynamics 

generated by a free hamiltonian Ho(h) = — A) and, in fact, it is exact. 
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Lemma 4.4. [H8] 

Denote Ho(h) = —EA. Then: 

__ itH(h) 
€ , $(A+y, By, h, a4, n+, 2) = 

it(ng m4) . 

e€ 3h o(Ay + 1tB,, By, h,ay + ing, 14,52). 

Proof. By explicit computations. 

ie(n4 n+) 
In analogy to the interacting case we will refer to ce 2% 

@(Ay + 2tB;y, Bi, h, ay +t94,74,7) as the semiclassical free dynamics. 

Using theorem 4.1 and lemma 4.4 one can find the leading order ap- 

proximation to the quantum wave operator. In our notation the map 907, : 

(a4,7+) — (a(0),7(0)) is the classical wave operator. Then as one can expect, 

the map: 

(Ax, Bi, h, Q+4,7)+, -) _ ¢(A(0), B(0), h, a(0), n(0), -) 

approximates the action of the quantum wave operator on the free state of 

the form ¢(A,,B4,h,a4,74,2). In fact we have: 
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Theorem 4.5. 

Assume the hypotheses of theorem 4.1. Then: 

|2- 6(A4, By, hy a4,n4,-) — ¢(A(0), B(O), f, a(0),7(0),-)|] < Ch. 

Proof. Consider: 

eo 

h b( A+, Bi, A, a4,7+, -) 

— e~ “8” $(A(0), B(0), hi, a(0), (0), -)|| 
_ itHg(h) 

<|le" * ¢(A4, By, A, a4,n4,°) 

it(na ing) . —e i $(A, +itBy, By, hia, +tn4,74,°)I| 

le (Ag + By, By, hay + tnasn4y”) 

—e*4(A(t), B(t), h, a(t), n(t),-)II 

tlle" 6(A(t), B(t), &, a(t), n(2), ) 

— — “F"" 4(A(0), B(O), hi, a(0),7(0), I 

=ht+hih 

The first term (J;) is identically zero by lemma 4.4. The last term (J3) 

is bounded by Ch uniformly in time by theorem 4.1. By the dominated 

convergence theorem and conditions (4.4), given 6 > 0 there is T > 0 such 
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that for t > T the middle term (12) is bounded by 6. Thus: 

V6 > 0 3T,such that Vt > T 

__ itHy(h) _ itH(h) 

lle a (A+, Bs, h, a4, n4,°) —e s ¢( A(0), B(O), h, a(0), n(0), II Ss 

<CH+6 

Several other authors have obtained related results. We mention here the 

work of Hagedorn [H9], [H10], [H11], where he generalized results of [H8] to 

higher order. He used certain modifications of the semiclassical wave packets 

(Def. 3.1). He then showed that the quantum evolution can be approximated 

up to arbitrary order in h by a superposition of these generalized wave packets. 

Robinson [R] extended results of [H8] to more general initial states. Finally, 

similar results can be found in [Y1]; however the author’s Fourier integral 

operator approach is restricted to the momentum representation, while our 

technique is applicable in the position representation also. 
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V. PROPERTIES OF THE ELECTRONIC 

HAMILTONIAN 

Usually the electronic hamiltonian is defined by formal substitution e = 0 

in (3.1). Then it becomes an operator acting on functions of the “electronic” 

coordinates £, depending parametrically on the intercluster distance ¢. Our 

choice is slightly different. We allow certain e-dependence in the electronic 

hamiltonian, which we denote by a subscript, as in A,(¢) defined by (3.6). 

This is the result of our choice of coordinates. By using Jacobi coordinates 

we avoid so-called Hughes-Eckart terms (mixed derivatives) in the kinetic 

part, but we have to deal with e-dependence of both the kinetic part of the 

electronic hamiltonian and the intercluster interaction. The dependence of the 

reduced masses y\?) on € can easily be taken care of. One can see that D(e) is 

relatively bounded with respect to hp and is therefore a regular perturbation. 

It causes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of hp + e*D(e) + Vp,.(¢, &) to be 

smooth functions of e+. 

Unfortunately ¢ also appears in the argument of the intercluster interac- 

tion. The rest of this section is devoted to the analysis of the behavior of the 

eigenvalues E,(¢) for large ¢ and small e. 

We assume that hp has a simple isolated eigenvalue E'p with eigenvector 
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yp(é) and that this eigenvalue is stable, i.e. there is a unique simple isolated 

eigenvalue E,.(¢) of h.(¢) which tends to Ep as |¢| — co and e — 0. We 

denote the corresponding eigenvector by -(&, ¢). 

In the following we assume that |¢| is large enough and ¢ small enough, 

so we can find 6 > 0 such that Ep and E,(¢) lie inside the circle |z— Ep| = g 

and there is no other eigenvalue in |z — Ep| < f. 

We first prove a technical lemma which we use to show the main result 

of this chapter - lemma 5.5. 

Lemma 5.1. /RS2/ 

Let V be a potential satisfying (3.3), Hy = —A. Then for z ¢ o( Ho + 

V) the resolvent (Hp + V — z)~} is a bounded operator from L? to L? for 

arbitrary 4, where L?, is the weighted L*-space (i.e. f € L?, iff ||f||, := || + 

|: 17)? f(-llz2 < 00). 

Proof. The proof for 0 < 4 <1 and V = 0 can be found in [RS2]. Here we 

outline the general inductive argument. This will also make it clear how one 

can generalize this result to obtain Lemma 5.2 below. 
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We want to show: 

if 

(5.1) (Ho + V —z)7? is bounded L? > L? 

and 0;(Hj) + V —z)7! is bounded L? — L? 

then 

(5.2) (Hp + V —z)7! and 0,(Hyp + V —z)7! 

are bounded L?,; > L*45 for0<6<1. 

First we show the induction hypotheses for n=0. To simplify the notation 

we write R for (Hp + V — z)7! and denote p = (1+ |z|?)?. 

a) (Ho +V— zy}, 

We start with formal calculations: 

[R, p°] = —R[Ho, p*|R = 5 _(RA;)(Oip°)R + R(O;p°)(O;R). 

Applied to Schwarz functions the computations are legitimate. Moreover R, 

0;R, and multiplication by 0;p° are bounded on L?. Thus: 

LR, o°)¥|| < const ||¥| 
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for any Schwarz function, and therefore for any V € L?. Then we conclude: 

|RY||5 = || RY| 

< ||Rp?Y|| + |ILR, p°}¥|| < const ||Vlls 

ie. (Hyp + V — z)7! is bounded L? - L? for0 <6 <1. 

b) 0;(Hp + V —2z)7?. 

Similarly: 

||P’ ARY|| < ARP? L|| + |I[o", HRY]. 

The first term on the r.h.s. is bounded by const ||p°V|| since 0,R is bounded 

on L*. We expand the commutator in the second term as: 

[e°, O;R] = p°O,R — O;Rp* 

= R[Ho, p*]0;R — R(0,;R)R[Hp, p®|R — R(0;p°). 

All terms are bounded on L?, therefore: 

II[o°, AR]Y|| < const||¥|| < const||Y||s 

Thus the second hypothesis in (5.1) holds for n = 0. 

c) We also estimate (Hy + V — z)710;j. 

Note that 0;R and RO, differ only by —R(0;V)R, i.e. 

|ROY||5 < ]ORYl]5 + ||R(OV)RY||>. 
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The first term of the r.h.s. is bounded by const||||s. For the second one we 

get: 

lp" R(O:V)RY|| < ||R(B:V) Rp? Ul] + ||ROV)LR, o°}¥ll + II[R, eV) RY. 

Thus this statement follows from a) and b). 

Now we show the implication (5.1) = (5.2). 

Assume (5.1). Then: 

|RU|[n4s = |[e°RV|n < || Re’ Ulla + lll”, RIV ||n- 

The first term is bounded by ||p° V||, = ||W||n4 by hypothesis. In the second 

term we expand the commutator as in part a). By assumption R, 0;R are 

bounded on L?. By mimicking the proof of c) one can show that RQ; is also 

bounded. Moreover the multiplication by 0;p° is bounded L? — L?. Thus: 

Ilo°, Rn < const jn < const |V|lnss 
i.e. the first conclusion in (5.2) holds. 

The proof of boundedness of 0;R goes along the same lines. We write: 

ARG |ln4s = ||P ARY||n < [AR Vln + Ilo", ARIP||n 

and expand the commutator on the r.h.s. asin b). Then the second conclusion 

in (5.2) follows from the induction assumptions. 
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For our purposes we also need: 

Lemma 5.2. 

Let h, be defined by (3.6). Then the operator: 

KO) K) 

(1+ [relat S> re? (0) + So PCE IP F(Ae(z) +2)? (5.3) 
k=1 k=1 

K() K() 

(1+ Ir(ele + So TEP + So POEM 7-5, 
k=1 k=1 

is bounded Lt to I? for arbitrary p. 

Here we use the same notation as throughout this entire work. Proof of 

this lemma can be obtained by mimicking the proof of lemma 5.1. 

Lemma 5.3. 

Assume that the potentials satisfy (3.3). Let P.(¢) be the projection onto the 

eigenvector Yye(€,¢) associated with the eigenvalue E,(¢) of h.(¢). Then: 

(5.4a) Ace Pe(C)po(E)llz2wsw jaey S Ci(1 + [6-7 

(5.45) |Oci Og; Pe(C)e(€)|lz2cpey aey S C2(1 + |¢|)~3~? 

(5.4¢) |i Bes Aon Pe(C)pd(E)ll z2¢R9¥ ae) S Ca(1 + [C/)-4-*, 

uniformly for small e, where 6 is the same constant as in (3.3). 
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Proof. 

a) From: 

Oi P(Ced = = e-Eple (A.(¢) — 2)7*(O¢i Vo, e)(he(C) —2z)“*pp dz 

we get: 

Og P.(C)¢ | |_,20R2¥ ae) 

SC, / so tag HPL) = 2) Merl OcVo. allan ae) 
z-L)D |= 

SCs sup (||(he(C) — z)* llop||(O¢i Vv, <) 9 || z2¢R9% dey)» 
|z—Ep|=8 

where g(€) := (he(¢) —z)~yp(E€) and ||- ||.» denotes the operator norm. Note 

that sup), pp j=-(Il(he(¢) — 2)" l]op) is bounded uniformly in ¢ for large |¢| 

by our assumption on E£,(¢). 

Therefore, conclusion (5.4a) will be proved if we can show: 

(Océ V,e)glln2¢mew ae) S Co(1 + (G1)? 

The eigenvector y p decays exponentially so it is in the weighted L? space 

(L?) for arbitrary p (ie. ||yp|ly := ||(1 + J€|?)? yd(E)lz2(ae) < 00). Lemma 

5.2 tells us that, for suitable potentials, (—A+V —z)~} is a bounded operator 

from L? to L?. It follows that g(é) is in L?*, for any pu. In particular: 

WL [EPEC t [ey Fg EM, Ee.) VIkz2ces™ ae) S Cr 
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for any p > 0. Moreover, the constant C7 is ¢-independent. 

In order to estimate ||(O¢i Vp,.)g||z2aR2 ,ae) We Split O,i Vp,. according to 

(3.2c). We show the calculations for the term where all 7;s are nonzero. In 

the other terms if one or more of Ts are zero then the corresponding variables 

ec) appear only in g. For example, if 7) = 0, then we can do the integral 

with respect to gO) Note that 

1 
2 

1 2 1 1 2 1 IEP soos) = | floss PPE 
is in DL? (R3N ~3, de) . g).,). This way we eliminate all the coordinates €; (k) 

(k) for which 7;"" = 0, and we are back to the general situation. 

Hence we need to estimate: 

(5.5) 
K@) K(?) 

WO Vinn | TCC + > TEP (EP 4S PEP | - 9 EM, € Ize p50 28): 
k=1 k=1 

We separate gi) in the argument of 0¢, Vmn and call the rest uj, i.e.: 

KQ) K) 

w= roc S Poe? +O Poe 
k=2 k=1 

and do the (2) integral in (5.5). Let: 

BY ={y: lui ty| < «lui |} 

By ={y: |urty| > «lur|} 
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for some 0 < « < 1, and let y!, y} be the corresponding characteristic 

functions. Then: 

(Og Vinn (ua + 71” (€)E”)) = 9D z2es,ae) = 

= 7h9(e)7 3 ll xt(y1 (Oe: Vinn(tta + 92): 

g(t (yn, 6”, - EO) Yl c2¢R8 ays) + 

+74? (€)7? [I x3(ya) « (OciVinn(ur + y2))- 

G(T? (e) Tyas Oy eC etey Il z2cR2,ays) 

=I, (u,) + Ip(u1). 

For Ig(u,) we note: 

To(ur) Sty? (€)7? [x8 (y1 Oe: Vinn(ttr + ¥1 lhc 

la (AP Ch EP Cay) M2cm2,ann 

Srp? (73 |Ixd(y1) Oe: Vinn(a + ¥1) loo 

WA + IPC P) Fg (A Cet. ieee) M2 e28,a01) 
1 _— _ 

WL + [re ys |?)7? Hho, 

where || - ||. denotes the [© norm in variable ge) . Here: 

WO + I (7 yn|2)7F loo = 1. 
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- Also: 

1 2 (Ep aE ern) = 
(1 -_ 3 — 2 = (NG + (tm P)E9 (Pty Ey) Mhne@e,any 

= WL + 1 PFE? Exot Ml zee ae 

is in L?(R°4-3, de) . €0)) and 

Ilxa(yr) (Oc: Vinn (ur + y1)) lloo = sup | (O¢:Vinn(ur + y1)) | 
yi€Bi 

< Cg(1 + Kluy|)—278. 

Then: 

Cs _ 
Tau) $ —Fep(1 + lua|)? “Pg (G?, et): 
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Now let’s concentrate on J;: 

I,(u1) = 

= 7h) (e)~Fllxd(y) (O¢¢Vinn(ta + 41)) + 

£9 (TAP (yn GPs Eley) Hn2c@9,a9n) 

< 1p (7? ILxt(y1) (Bc: Vinn(41 + ¥1)) loo: 

Hadar) 9 {C629 2? Eby) Mz2c22,¢92) 

< Cory? (e)~Fllxd(yr)(1 + [ry (ya 27 (2 + Ite) a7)? 

-g (7{ Y(e)7} Y1> @ Eel) Il z2(R8,dy1) 

< Cory? (e)7? llxt(ys (1 + bry? (et PP)? leo: 
) 2 

H+ iy? (ml?) g Com yi€y” > Eee) || z2(R8,dy1) 

< Cro (1+ 7{? (6) Jun Pa = w? F 9 (Es -- eta): 

—# 

One can show that (a + 7) (¢)-2(1 — x?) lus?) * is bounded by const -(1+ 

|u1|?)~% for € small enough, where the constant is e-independent. Because pu 

is arbitrary this term decays like an arbitrary power of |u;|~! when |u,| — 00, 

in particular faster than J. 

Now we take yu big enough, so that: 

Ty(u1) < Caa(1 + Jur |)7278 gt (eo, ... €02)4)). 
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Then: 

I (eVinm(ur + 7{()E)) (EP, +s Ey Ih nacme, ae) 

< Cyo(1 t Jur |)727F 9 (6, ..., €2?,,). 

As a next step we separate ef) and follow a similar procedure, choosing: 

By ={y: |u2 + y| < wlual} 

Be ={y: |u2+y| > «luel}, 

where: 

KQ) K) 

ug = T(e)C+ S- ree + > P(E, 
k=3 k=1 

After N steps we obtain: 

KQ) K() 

OG. Vinn | r(e)C + So TE? CER? + So TP CEP? | 9 EM, € Il zacwen ae) 
k=1 k=1 

< Cy3(1 + |¢\)7-?-°. 

To prove parts b) and c) we compute derivatives explicitly. In part b), 
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for example, we get: 

O¢i Ogi P.(C)yn(€) = 

~ =| (he(C) — 2)""(es Voe)(he() — 2)? 
271 \z—-Ep |=, 

(Og: Vo,e)(he(C) — 2)" vn() dz 

— fel) — 2208 V0. helG) = 2) '9D(6) a 
|z—Ep |=8 

$f (hl) 2 MGV Nhe) = 2) 
|z—-Ep|=6 

- (O¢5 Vv, «)(he(C) — z)~*p(€) dz]. 

The middle term can be handled as in part a). To estimate the remaining 

two terms we write Vp, as in (3.2c). Below we outline the procedure for a 

generic term Vin. We rewrite the integrand as: 

(h.(G) — z) "(Oe Vin): 

KO) K(?) 2-6 

(r+ + Donte + Do Poe) : 

KO) K(2) 2+6 

( +Ir(e)o + So EOE? + DO Poe?) 
k=1 k=1 

-(he(C) — z)7* (ei Vinn (he(C) — 2) yp(E). 

Here (h.(¢) — z)“*pp(€) € Li, by lemma 5.1. If we denote: 

K®) K() 2+6 

o(€) = ( FICO + DOG + ‘Poet : 
k=1 

+ (he(C) — 2)" (Gi Vnn)(Re(C) — 2) v(E), 
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then lemma 5.2 shows that g(€) is also in L*,. Thus the proof of b) is reduced 

to showing that: 

K@Q) K¢?) 

Iles Vian (0 + oP (OEP + SS Poe?) 
k=1 k=1 

k=1 

—2-—6 KO) K) 

( + ir(et So POE + DS Poe?) 9( 8) Il 2 Rs de) 
k=1 

< Ci3(1 + |¢|) 37%. 

We use the decay properties of g(£) and 0¢i Vn to show conclusion b) exactly 

the same way as we did for a). 

Proof for part c) is similar to b). By explicit calculations 

O¢i O¢i Oe Pe(C) yD is a sum of terms of three types: 

1) (he(€) — 2)-"(Bes Bes Bea Vo,e)(he(O) — 2)“, 
2) (he(C) — 2) (Bigs Voge) he(6) = 2)" (Ace Vd e)( hel) — 2), 
8) (he(C) — 2)}(O¢:Vo,e(he(C) — 278i Vd,ehe(6) — 2)-1(OeVd.0) 

(Ae(C) — 2)" pp. 

The first type can be handled as in part a), while estimates for terms of type 

2) and 3) are similar to those outlined in part b). 

Remark. 

Martinez et al. [K MW] give a shorter proof for a similar result (Theorem 2.2). 
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However, we refer to our proof several times, hence we present the estimates 

in detail. 

Corollary 5.4. 

(5.6) Keo, Pe(C)eo) — 1] < Cre* + 0(6), 

where: 

6(¢) < C2(1 + [¢[)-7~” 

and 6 is as in (3.3). 

Proof. Write P.(¢)yp as: 

Jt =P P(¢)¢p =Ppyp + Oni 

+= (he() — 2)! Vo,e° (ho(C) — 2) *pp dz. 
mt J\z—-Ep|=p 

genel9) — 2)"*[e*D(€)|(hp(¢) — 2) "pp dz 
jz-—Ep|= 

The last term can be estimated as above in part a) of the proof of lemma 5.3, 

yielding: 

tt 
272 / (he(C) — 2)" Vp, (hv(¢) — z)7* ep dz||z2(R3" ae) S 

|z—Ep |=, 

< C3(1 + |¢))77°. 
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Note that D(e) is relatively bounded with respect to hp, so: 

et 

Il5— (he — z)"*D(e)(hp — 2) 'ypdz|| < 
272 |z-Ep |= 

4 
€ _ 

< on (Ae - z)~"|lop||[D(e)(Ap — z) ‘yp pildz 
|jz—Ep|=8 

< Cad | sarcaltlnatto ~2)*enll+ bllio ~ 2)-*eolDa 
z-—Ep|= 

< Cse*. 

Now we denote: 

(Pe(Qyn(€), (ef D(e) + Vo,<)en()) (5.7) E(¢)= E.(¢)- Ep = (pn(€), Pl Qe(€)) 

Using lemma 5.3 and corollary 5.4 we can bound the corrections to the energy 

level. 

Lemma 5.5. 

(5.8) ELE) < C+ |e) te 

for a = 1,2,3, where the superscript (a) means the partial derivatives of E, 

of order a with respect to the components of ¢. 
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Proof. We use estimates: 

(5.9) IVieepllz2(ae) < Ca(1 + [Cle 

for a = 1,2,3, and e€ small enough, which follow from our assumptions on 

Vinn- The proof of this is similar to the estimates in the proof of lemma 5.3, 

part a). Also, as mentioned above, D(e) is relatively bounded with respect 

to hp. 

To prove the lemma we compute derivatives of E.(C) explicitly. For 

a = 1, for instance, we get: 

HEC) = 

(Oc) Pe(C)y v(€), (e* D(e) + Vo,e)en(€)) + (Pe(C)en(€); (Oc: Vo,<)eD(€)) 
(yo(), Pe(C)en(€)) 

(Pe(C)pn(€), (4 D(e) + Vo,)en(€))(eo(€), Oc Pe(C) ye (€)) 
((yd(€), Pe(C)ep(€)))? 

Then we use the Schwarz lemma, lemma 5.3, corollary 5.4 and the above 

estimates (5.9) on V5 vp x2(ae)- 

Remark. 

By a similar argument one can show: 

IE(¢) - Ep| $ Ce + 0%(1 4 [¢l)7t*. 
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VI. THE BORN-OPPENHEIMER 

APPROXIMATION 

This chapter contains our results for the Born-Oppenheimer approxima- 

tion to the quantum propagator for molecular systems. In the preceding two 

chapters we have developed all necessary tools. Our analysis here is somewhat 

parallel to the method used in chapter 4. In order to find the approximate 

solution to the molecular Schrodinger equation we first formally construct a 

suitable candidate. As one can expect from our heuristic argument in chapter 

1, this candidate ought to be a certain combination of the semiclassical wave 

packets defined in chapter 3 and the eigenfunction of the electronic hamil- 

tonian. We do this formal construction using the so-called multiple scales 

technique, which we describe below. 

Having constructed the approximate solution formally we proceed as in 

chapter 4. We substitute this formal solution to the Schrédinger equation 

and compute the error term R(t) (cf. (4.7)). If we can bound the error term 

as in (4.8), then lemma 4.2 gives us a rigorous proof. 

In this chapter we first show the formal construction of the approxima- 

tion to the quantum time evolution. Then we state our theorem and give 

the rigorous proof of the theorem. A similar analysis leads to the Born- 
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Oppenheimer approximation to the free dynamics. Then we can use both 

results to find the approximate wave operators. 

VI.1. Formal construction 

The Schrodinger equation we consider has the form: 

4 

(6.1) ie oe _ —SA¢ + he(¢), 

where h,(¢) is defined by eq (3.6). In particular we are interested in the 

asymptotics of solutions for small e. 

We first assume that a,(t), n-(t), A-(t), B.(t) is a solution to the system 

of ordinary differential equations (4.3) with V(z) replaced by E,(z), satisfy- 

ing conditions (4.4) for some ay, n+ # 0, and matrices A;, By satisfying 

conditions (3.7). Existence of such a solution follows from lemma 5.5 and 

lemma 3.1 of [H8]. 

Instead of analyzing equation (6.1) directly we look at the higher dimen- 

sional problem defined by a formal change of variables to: 

r= 
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in (6.1). This is the multiple scales technique. The adiabatic effects occur 

in the variable z, while y is the “semiclassical” variable. In the limit e — 0 

these variables become “independent” and we can separate the two aspects 

of our problem. As a result of this change of variables we obtain: 

2 

(6.2) ie 7 = LA, - bV,-Vy- 5 Ay 

+ ten. (t)- Vy + Ee(ae(t) + ey) + A(z) — E.(x)]¥ 

We assume eq. (6.2) has a solution of the form: 

t) = _ ete Hine (*)¥) 

(6.3) W(zx,y,é, [do,<(z,y,€,t) + evi (z,y,€,t)+...]. 

In order to determine the functions ¥;,, we simply substitute (6.3) into (6.2) 

and collect terms of the same order in e. Using equations (4.3) we obtain for 

the zero-th order terms : 

(6.4) [he(x) — E-(r)}bo,< = 0. 

Hence %o,- must be some function of x, y and t multiplied by »,(z, £). 

(6.5) Po,e = foje(Z,¥, t)Pe(z, €)- 

The equation for the first order terms is similar to (6.4): 

[he(x) — E.(x)]¥i,< = 0. 

Thus ¥1,. is also a function of x, y and t multiplied by y,(z,€). The second 

order terms satisfy: 

7 1 (2) y? 

(6.6) Wo. =— Avvo, + E; (ae(t)) “5 Po, ¢ 

— ine(t)- Vabo,e + [he(x) — E.(x)]2,¢ 
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where E? (a,(t))¥ is a shorthand notation for } Dig YiYs (Oy, Oy; E,)(a,(t)). 

Equation (6.6) in fact imposes two conditions. We split it into two parts: 

one containing only terms which are multiples of y,(z,&) and the second 

containing terms orthogonal to y,(z,¢) in L?(dé). Thus we get: 

at 1 
(6.7) Woe = 5 Avo,< + EP (a(t) ¥o,¢ 

(6.8) [Ae(x) — Ee(z)]2,e = —ine(t)- Vivo, 

One can show by explicit computations that if: 

(6.9) Foe = «3 4(A,(t), B.(t), 1, 0,0, y) 

then the function (6.5) satisfies eq. (6.7). Thus %o,- is determined completely 

by the initial conditions. In order to analyze (6.8) we denote by r(z) the 

reduced resolvent of h,(z) at E(x), i.e.: 

(6.10) r(x) = (he(z) — E,(x))"(1 — P.(z)), 

where P,.(z) is the spectral projection onto the eigenvalue »,(z,&) associated 

with E,(z). We also write y2,_ as a sum of two components: 

2 = qe + Vie 

where wl is a multiple of y.(z, €) and pz, is orthogonal to ¢,(z, €) in L*(dé). 

Eq. (6.8) determines Woe! 

(6.11) pp, =ir(x)n.(t) - Vibo,< 

=ie~?4(A,(t), B,(t),1,0,0,y) r(x) ne(t) - Vepe(z, €). 
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It turns out that the only terms contributing to the 0-th order approximation 

are (6.9) and (6.11). 

This construction can be continued to arbitrary order. In general, the n- 

th order equation determines ple , and vr .- We refer the interested reader 

to (H4] and since we already constructed terms of interest for us, we stop 

here. 

VI.2. The approximation to the quantum propa- 

gation 

Having constructed our approximate solution formally we can proceed 

with rigorous estimates. We state here the result and give the proof in the 

following section. 

Fix 3 x 3 matrices A,, B, satisfying (3.7), and vectors a4, n+ € R’, 

n+ #0. By lemma 5.5 and [H4] there exists a solution a,(t), n-(t), A-(t), 

B.(t) to the system (4.3) satisfying the asymptotic conditions (4.4). Then we 

have: 

Theorem 6.1. 

Let H be defined by equations (3.1), (3.2). Assume the potentials satisfy 
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(3.3). Also assume the conditions on Ep and E,(¢) stated in chapter 5 are 

satisfied. Let a,(t), n-(t), A-(t), B.(t) be as above and S(t) be defined by 

(4.5). Then the function: 

tS(t 

(6.12) delE,C,t) =e O(Ad(t), Belt), €?, ae(t), mel), 6) 

[pe(E, ¢) + ie*r(C)ne(t) ° Vevel€, ¢)] 9 

where r(C) is defined by (6.10), is the 0-th order asymptotic expansion of the 

solution to equation: 

«4 

(6.13) ja AO) — [Fact (0) WEG 

i.e. the following holds: 

(6.14) le" He(E, 6,0) — He(E CAI S Ce 

uniformly for t € [0, 00). 

Remarks. 

1. It is trivial to check that the function: 

tS(t i(ne(t),y) 

(6.15) W(z,y, €,t) mente [Wo,(z, y, &, t) 

+ eps.(z, Y; , t)] 

constructed in previous section becomes (6.12) if we return to our original 

variables ¢, &. 
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2. This theorem gives the leading order approximation to the full quantum 

evolution of the system uniformly in time. If one constructs the corresponding 

free evolution (using lemma 4.4) then the approximation to the wave operator 

can be found (see Theorem 6.6). 

VI.3. Proof of theorem 6.1 

As already mentioned, our proof is simply an application of lemma 4.2. 

We remain in the multiple scales framework and calculate the error terms in 

eq. (6.2) using the function (6.16). The result is: 

(6.16) R(t) = 

— ee 8 VY, fy (y) -Vipel€, 2) 

+ €4[fo,e(y) r(x) El(ac(t)) - Veve(é, 2) + = fo,e(¥) Azpe(é, x) 

fo,e(y) ne(t) - VaPre(€, 2)] 

+ €°t Vyfo,e(y) - Ve¥1,(E, 2) 

+25 fol) Aevre(62) 
2,2 

— [Be(ae(t) + ey) — Ex(ac(t)) ~ eyE.(ae(t)) — SE (a(t): 

‘[fo,e(y) Ge(E,2) + te? fo,e(y) 1,<(€,2)]}, 

where: 

fo,(y) = €~ 2 6(A-(t), Be(t), 1, 0,0, y) 
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1,<(€,2) = r(x) ne(t) » Vayel§, 2). 

We begin the analysis with the first four terms. They are basically of 

the form fo.e(y) (or Vyfo,e(y)) multiplied by Vzy. (or Vz¥i,-). Note that 

the first factor is concentrated near ¢ = a,(t) while the second near ¢ = 0. 

Using their decay properties we can prove the desired estimates. 

Lemma 6.2. 

Let w(x) be a function R? — R satisfying |w(x)| < (1+ |z|)~!~°, and let 

fo,<(y) be as defined above. Then: 

(6.17) Ifo) wo(C)Ilaawsaey $ FU) 

for some F € L}(R, dt). 

Proof. For 0 < pp < 1 we define the sets: 

By = {¢: |€ — ae(t)| < plae(t)|} 

Bz = {C:|¢ ~ a-(t)| > wlac(#)[} 

and let x1, x2 be the corresponding characteristic functions. Then: 

Il fo,e@||2 = ||x1 fo,ew|l2 + Ilx2fo,<wll2 = L(t) + Io(t). 
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By the Holder inequality: 

(8) = [xa (0) (0) fo le < [xa (©) HOeellfo 2 Ip. 

The second factor equals 1 and from the definition of the set B, we see that 

the first factor is bounded by Ci(1 + (1 — )|a.(t)|)~1~° 

For Jz we have: 

I,(t) = lxa(C)en a8 Ae a (1? 1 

. \lo(C)e- 472 | det A(t)|7 Fem 2 AO (Cae)? 

S lyo(C)e7 a2 A) 6 —-ae(ODl | 

. lw] glln~ #7? | det A,(t)|72 em 38 Ae "Cae? lls 

where +7 = ‘. 

If we take ea <q< Gt then |[w|g = C2 < co and —2 < —(1+ 4). The 

last factor equals: 

In BeB det A(t) Fem ae AO CaO? 
= C3733 -3)| det A.(t)|7 G7 

3 i = Cze7#| det A.(t)|7*. 

The first factor is bounded: 

— -1 —a 2 _ -2.2 a 2 

xo(C)e RTA Ca OIP Yc gage AOI"? #? lel) 
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—C4e7? which, because of the asymptotics of A,(t) and a,(t), is bounded by e 

for all t. Thus we have the following bound on I(t): 

In(t) < Cse7O* €7 F| det A-(t)|7*. 

This bound decays to 0 as € > 0, so we can find Cg such that Ip(t) < 

Cs | det A,(t)|7*. Now, the asymptotic behavior of A,(t) and our choice of q 

guarantee the existence of an L!-function F(t) such that: 

In(t) < Ce Fo(t). 

Combining the two bounds (for J; and I2) we get the lemma. 

O 

Corollary 6.3. 

The analogous conclusion holds if we multiply fo,¢ by any polynomial in y. 

Proof. We need this bound for fo. as well as for Vy fo,-. Thus we sketch the 

proof for the latter case below. We keep the notation of the proof of lemma 

6.2. 

We calculate V, fo,< explicitly: 

Vy fo,e(y) = ~Cre~? (det A,(t) —3 Bt) A(t) yen 2 BeOAC)*y) 
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and proceed as in the proof of lemma 6.2. Then: 

(6.18) 

IV fo, Dp = Cre“ 8 (det ACO) 
. ( / 1B.(t)A.(t)7 cma Per Eee Aull CE—a0lD GHC) 

After the change of variable to u = A.(t)71 8, we see that (6.18) is 

we 

2 

bounded by C3||B,(t)|lo»- Since the operator norm of matrix B,(t) tends to 

a constant as t — oo, we get for J; a bound similar to that in the proof of 

lemma 6.2. The estimate for Ij is essentially the same as in lemma 6.2. 

O 

Lemma 6.4. 

Assume h,(xz), E,(z) are as described in chapter 5. Let 8 > 0 be such that 

hp has no eigenvalues in the closed ball B(Ep,f) other than Ep. Let |z| 

be big enough so E.(z) € B(Ep,%) and h.(z) has no other eigenvalues in 

B(Ep, 8). Then the reduced resolvent (h,(z) — E.(r))~1(1 — P.(z)) and its 

first and second derivatives are bounded uniformly in x. 

Proof. We consider (h,(x) — z)~!(1— P,(x)). This is the analytic part of 

the Laurent series of (h,(z) — z)~! around E,(z). Thus it has a removable 

singularity at E(x). By the assumption on the eigenvalues it can be continued 

analytically to the entire ball B(Ep, (). 
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If we restrict (h.(z) — z)1(1— P,(x)) to B(Ep, £), then by maximum 

modulus theorem it assumes its maximal value on the boundary 0B(Ep, B) 

1.€.: 

I|(he(z) — E.(z))7*(1 — P.(z))llop < | Eelct IIChe(z) — z)(1 — P.(x))llop 

< sup |[(Ae(z) — z)7* llop < 
|z—Ep|=4 Tf

] 
bo
 

uniformly in x. This proves the first conclusion of the lemma. 

To show boundedness of the derivative we write the reduced resolvent 

(h.(z) — z) "(1 - P.(z)) = (1 — P.(z))(he(x) — z)*(1 — P.(z)) 

and compute the derivative: 

(6.19) 

0,1 ((Ae(2) — 2) "(1 — P(x))) = 

= —(0;:P.(x))(he(x) — 2) "(1 — P(x) 

— (1— P.(x))(he(x) — z)~*(O,1V,e(2) )(he(2) — 2)" (1 — Pe(x)) 

— (he(z) — 2) "(1 — Pe(2))(Oz+Pe(2)). 

Our assumptions on Vp, guarantee that the operator norm of 0,iVp,. is a 

constant. 
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To analyze 0,: P.(x) we write: 

1 _ [ePe(e) Ss ff Mhel2) — 2) *1P Vo(2) | de 
[z-Ep|=8 

SC sup _[i(he(2) — 2)" IP l9e1Vo.e(2) 
|jz—Ep |=6 

<C' 

uniformly in x. 

Since the reduced resolvent has just been shown to be uniformly 

bounded, the conclusion holds for the first derivative of the reduced resol- 

vent. 

For the second derivative we prove the estimate in a similar way. We 

write (6.19) as: 

0,i ((he(w) — z) "(1 — P.(2))) = 

= — (O7iP.(x))(1 — Pe(x))(he(x) — 2)7*(1 — Pe(x))— 

—(1— P(x) )(he(2) — 2)“*(1 — Pe(2))(O24 V,e(2))- 

‘(1 - P(x) )(he(x) — 2) "(1 — Pe(2))— 

—(1— P.(x))(he(x) — 2)“*(1 — Pe(a))(Ozi Pe(x)) 

and compute the second derivative of P.(x) explicitly. It consists of terms 

containing products of the reduced resolvent, derivatives of Vp,- and deriva- 

tives of P(x) up to the second order. All of these factors, except 0,:0,; P.(z), 
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have been shown to be bounded uniformly in x. To conclude the same for 

0,i0,; P.(x) we proceed exactly the same way as we did to show boundedness 

of the first derivative of P.(x). Finally we collect all these bounds to prove 

the last conclusion of the lemma. 

Now we have tools to estimate all but the last term in (6.16). We first 

look at the x-dependent factors. Recall that the normalized eigenfunction 

ye(€,2) of h(x) is of the form: 

P(t)eo(€) y.(€,2) = (pp(€), P(x) ep(€)) 

By explicit calculations and using lemma 5.3 and corollary 5.4 we conclude 

that: 

(6.20a) lO,7~.(€,r)|] < C1 + |x|)~?-8. 

We can also use lemma 5.3 to show analogous bounds on the second and third 

derivatives of y.(€, 2): 

(6.205) |Ax+ 9.5 ve(E,x)|| S C(1 + |x|)“ 

(6.20c). 9.58.5 Oe» ee(E,2)]] $ CC + a] 4% 

Combining (6.20 a,b and c) with lemma 6.4 we see that the x-dependent terms 

in (6.16) are the products of |n,(t)| and functions satisfying the hypothesis 
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of lemma 6.2. Here we return to our original variables by putting z = ¢, 

y= cal) By lemma 6.2 and asymptotics of n.(t) we see that all considered 

terms are bounded in norm by C’- F(t) with F € L1(R, dt). 

Note: in the above considerations we temporarily disregarded the factor 

E!(a(t)) appearing in one of the terms. We need to show that this factor 

remains bounded as t > oo. Lemma 5.5 says that it behaves even more 

nicely — it decays to 0. 

To estimate the last term in (6.16) we use (5.7). Then, with an obvious 

abuse of notation, this term becomes: 

2 y? ." 

YB. (a(t) 
[fo,e(y) Pel E, r) + ie” fo c(y)¥1,e(€, x)]. 

€ 
  (6.21)  [E-(a(t) + ey) — E.(a(t)) — ey- E. (a(t) - 

We note that ||p.(€,2) + ie? ¢(€, 2) ||z2(ae) is a bounded function of x. 

Also by lemma 5.5 we know that E, satisfies the hypotheses of lemma 4.3. 

This shows that the L?(d¢)-norm of (6.16) is bounded by F(t)e? for some 

F € L}(R, dt). Application of lemma 4.2 concludes the proof. 

O 
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V1.4. The wave operators 

Following the same procedure one can develop an approximation to the 

free time evolution. Physically the term free evolution refers to the dynamics 

of two noninteracting clusters. Mathematically it corresponds to Vp,. = 0 in 

(3.1) and (3.6). Then most of our results leading to the proof of theorem 6.1 

are satisfied trivially (e.g. in lemma 5.3 all constants are zero). Therefore as 

a corollary we get: 

Corollary 6.5. 

Let Hy be H(e)— Vp... Let Eo,< be the eigenvalue of hp(e) = hp + e*D(e) 

with eigenvector %,<(€). Let a4, ny, Ay, By be as in theorem 6.1 and 

2 

So(t) = —Att ~— Eo et. Then the function: 

Sot) 

Wo(E,¢,t)=e 7 O(Ay + itBy, By, e704 + ty4,04,C)p0,<(6) 

is the leading order asymptotic expansion to the solution to equation: 

. 20 4 
(6.22) ie? = [-SA¢ + hp(e)]¥ 

In fact this expansion is exact, i.e.: 

_ ith 

(6.23) lle"? Go(E,¢,0) — Vo(E,¢,£)|] = 0 

for all t € [0, 00). 
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Proof. By inspection (6.22) is satisfied hence, by lemma 4.2, (6.23) also holds. 

O 

Similarly to what we have done in chapter 4, one can use the approxi- 

mation to the full quantum dynamics (theorem 6.1) and the free dynamics 

(corollary 6.5) to find an approximation to the wave operator. 

Theorem 6.6. 

Assume hypotheses of theorem 6.1 and corollary 6.5. Then 

I2~ PAs, Bx, é, a+,%7+, C)¥0,e(€) 

— ¢(A,(0), B.(0), €”, a.(0), 7<(0), ¢)- 

lee (E, ¢) + ie’r(¢)ne(0) ° Vevel€, Ol 

< Ce 
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Proof. Consider: 

le“ (Ag, Bs, 7, 04,0450) Poel) 

— e “2° 4(Ae(0), Be(0),€?, ae(0), e(0), 6) [e(€, 6) + 8 e1,€(6, Ol 

S|le"“F" $(Ay, By, €?, 04,7450) Po.e(é) 

ec F G(Ay + itBy, By, e?,04 + tns,4,0) Go,(6)l 

tlle? d(Ay +itBy, Ba, e?,a4 +tn4, 0450) Yo,c(€) 

— °F $(Ac(t), Be(t), 2, ae(t), melt), 6) [velE, 0) + io, Ol 

+ lle"? d(Ac(t), Be(t), ©, a(t), melt), 0) [es 0) + i? G1,€(E O) 

— e “F"$(A-(0), Be(0),€?, 2e(0), 7e(0), 6) [ve(E, 6) + fe? 01,¢(€, OI 

By corollary 6.5 the first term equals 0. By theorem 6.1 the last term is 

bounded by Ce uniformly in t for t € [0,00). We rewrite the middle term as: 

le O(Ay + tBy, By, 7,04 + tr4s0450) Poel€) 

— ene b(Ac(t), Be(t), €, ae(t)sne(t)s0) [eelEs 6) + £2 1,<(€ O) 

< [lle (Ay + By, By, P,a4 + tm4,04,0) 

=e $(Ad(t), Be(t), 2, ae(t), net), 0] ¥0,«() 

+ lle ® G(Ac(t), Be(t), 7, ac(t), ne(t), ©) [eoeC€) — Ge(E Ol 

+ elle b( A(t), Be(t), 7, ae(t), ne(t)s0) Pre(6 Ol 

In the last term, ||y1,-(€,¢)||z2¢ae) is a bounded function of ¢. Since ¢ is 

normalized, this term is bounded by Ce?. 
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We note that: 

lim |S(t) — So(t)| = 0 

This follows from (4.10) and the remark following lemma 5.5. Using this, as- 

ymptotic conditions (4.10) and the dominated convergence theorem we con- 

clude that the first term tends to 0 as t > oo. 

By mimicking the proof of corollary 5.4 we can show that w(¢) = 

lPo,e(€) — pe(€, C)|lz2(ae) satisfies the asumption of lemma 6.2. Thus the 

middle term also tends to 0 as t > oo. 

Therefore: 

. itH(e) _ itHo(e) 
lim lle? ee? (Ag, Bye, a4, 4, C)yo,e(E, C)— 
t—+0o 

-e oe ¢( A(0), B(0), é’, a(0), n(0), C)[ye(€, ¢) + ie*1,<(E, Ol < Ce 
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VII. OPEN PROBLEMS 

In this last chapter we would like to comment about possible generaliza- 

tions of our work and some open problems. 

Theorem 6.1 gives the leading order approximation to the quantum prop- 

agation of the semiclassical wave packets. Hence it seems natural to ask 

about a higher order expansion. Hagedorn [H4] constructed such expansion 

on a finite time interval. The work is based on the higher order semiclassical 

approximation {H11]. We believe that our method of proof can be extended 

to this expansion, however since the formulae for the higher order correc- 

tions become more and more complicated, it would require rather tedious 

calculations. 

The second possible generalization would be to include polyatomic 

molecules. As we stated in chapter 3 our work is valid only for diatomic 

molecules. The main reason for this restriction becomes clear if we look at 

equations (3.4)-(3.6). It is crucial for our technique that the reduced masses 

in the kinetic part of the electronic hamiltonian (cf. 3.4, 3.5) have nonzero 

limits as ¢ — 0. Then e*D(e) (cf. 3.6) is a regular perturbation of hp. 

For polyatomic molecules this is no longer true. Some of the ve) would 

tend to 0 as e — 0, and the corresponding correction to hp would be by no 
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means small compared to hp. Then the dependence of E,(¢) on € becomes 

much more complicated. One would need to use the time-independent Born- 

Oppenheimer method to find an approximation to E,(¢). One then would 

get an asymptotic expansion to E,(¢) in e, where each term depends on ¢. It 

would be necessary to determine this relation explicitly for each term. If the 

analog of lemma 5.5 can be proved, then the rest would follow. 

The last, and probably the most interesting extension of our results would 

be to allow the Coulomb or general long-range potentials in the hamiltonian. 

It is crucial for our estimates that the potentials decay faster than ral as 

\¢| — oo, and the generalization to long-range potentials requires a major 

modification of our technique. We are currently investigating this problem 

for diatomic molecules with Coulomb potentials. 

There are some interesting results [A], [AS], [CS], [MS] regarding the 

behavior of the eigenvalues E(¢) of the electronic hamiltonian for large |¢|. 

The authors constructed the asymptotic expansion to E(¢) in powers of |¢|~?. 

These results would replace lemma 5.5 in the Coulomb case. 

Another difficulty in this case is with the semiclassical approximation. It 

is well known [RS1] that the standard wave operators, as defined in (2.5) do 

not exist. However, it was proved by Dollard [D] that if one replaces the free 
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propagator exp(—7tHy/h) by suitably defined modified free propagator (see 

[D], [Y2]) then the modified wave operators exist and are complete. 

The semiclassical approximation to the modified wave operators was con- 

structed by Yaijma [Y2] for general long range potentials. One can use these 

ideas to find fairly explicit formulae for the time evolution of semiclassical 

wave packets, generated by a hamiltonian of the form (4.2), with V being the 

Coulomb potential. 

It is known [RS1] that the classical trajectory of a particle in the Coulomb 

potential does not approach the trajectory of a free particle for large time. In 

our formalism it means that there is a solution to the system (4.3) satisfying 

conditions: 

(7.14) jim a(t) — by. — nyt — dy log(4n4t)| = 0 

(7.18) lim In(t) —n4l =0 
(7.1¢) Jim ||A(t) — Dy — iByt — Fy log(4n4.t)|| = 0 

(71d) dim, BC) — Byll =0 
for some D,, Fi, 64, dy (depending on Ai, By, a4, 4), rather than con- 

ditions (4.4). Thus one can define the interacting semiclassical evolution as 
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in chapter 4, but the semiclassical free evolution would need to be redefined: 

(7.2) 

Uo(t)o(A+, B+, h, a4, 04,2) ~ 

$(Dy +itBy + Fy log(4n}t), By, h, bs + yt + dy log(4n4.t), 04,2) 

However, with this change, neither lemma 4.4, nor theorem 4.1 is true. 

For the interacting dynamics we get: 

(7.3) lle" * 4(A(0), B(0), h, a(0), (0), +) — 

— et 4(A(t), B(t), f, a(t), n(2),-)| < CR logt 

Similarly for the modified free propagator: 

_ it H(A) 

(7.4) lle A b(A+, Ba, haz, na,+)- 

it(ng.n4) 

—e i ¢(Dy + itBy + Fy log(4n3t), By, 

h, by + n4t + dy log(4n4.t), N+ Il < Ch log 

Nevertheless, we can use these estimates to show that given 6 > 0 there is fig 

such that for h < hg: 

(7.5) !Q~ G( Ay, By, hay, 4, -)—- 

~ ¢(A(0), B(0), A, a(0), (0), II < 6 
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The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 4.5, but we first take ¢ large 

enough, so that the difference between the full and modified free semiclassical 

dynamics is “small”, and then we take fh small enough, so that Ch logt < S. 

One more difference between the smooth short-range potential we con- 

sidered here and the Coulomb potentials has been already mentioned in the 

introduction. The singularity of the potential causes lack of differentiability 

of the electronic hamiltonian eigenfunction beyond the second order. In our 

estimates we explicitly used the third derivative of y.(¢,€) (cf. lemma 5.3); 

hence some of our lemmas do not apply to systems with Coulomb potential. 

This problem was overcome by Hagedorn [H5] and we hope to apply his ideas 

to our problem. 
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